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Early Influences 

 

One of our favourite questions to ask artists is to find out some of their earliest influences, as they started out in digital 

or traditional art forms. 

One of my earliest influences was from the writer Stewart Cowley.  

Between 1978 and 1980, Stewart Cowley wrote a series of illustrative books showing a future where man has started 

to explore the stars, but with nations working together  to do so. They were entitled the ―Terran Trade Authority‖ 

handbooks (Hamlyn Publishing). 

Stewart compiled some of the best sci-fi artwork of the day and wrote a narrative thread, creating background sto-

ries for the artwork that made quite compelling reading. Several of the illustrations were covers for sci-fi books pub-

lished from about 1975 onwards. It is notable that some of the concepts Cowley wrote about have actually now 

happened. For instance, Ion drives are now in fairly common use in existing space probes. Recently a new powerful 

ion engine has been designed to enable a 39 day trip to Mars—the future that we are illustrating is much closer than 

we think! 

Artists that contributed to these works includes Jim Burns, Tony Roberts, Angus McKie, Peter Elson (one of my all time 

favourites, Fred Gambino and Chris Moore. You’ve probably heard at least one of these names if you’ve followed 

sci-fi illustrators using traditional art forms. I would recommend trying to find second hand copies of these books to 

build further sources of inspiration for your illustrations.  

 'Spacecraft 2000-2100AD' covers the first hundred years of Man's exploration in space and the Proxima Wars. 

 'Great Space Battles' looks at the conflicts the federation has been involved in, including the Laguna Wars in 

the 23rd century. 

 'SpaceWreck' looks at incidents when spaceflight takes an unexpected turn and some of the derelicts of 

space.  

 'Starliners' looks at spacetravel throughout the federation in the 23rd century and some of the member worlds.  

If you know of more recently published works similar to these, then let us know! 
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FEATURE YOUR ARTWORK 

ARTICLES 

The type of articles we consider for publication are:- 

1. About the Artist : featuring what inspires your 3D digital art and a portfolio of your work. 

2. Quick Tips : short tutorial including screenshots and instructions of a tip that has developed your ability as a 

3D digital artist. 

3. Images With a Story : Provide a short narrative (less than 5000 words) with digital art illustrations. 

Please email us at mag@3dartdirect.com for rates. 

ARTWORK 

Since we focus on artwork in the science fiction and fantasy genres, we welcome your artwork  in these categories. If you have other types of images you 

would like to submit, we will certainly consider them for inclusion. 

3D ART DIRECT POSTER STORE 

To sell your images in our poster store as an A2, A3+ or A4 print, 

it must be rendered with these pixel dimensions:- 

 

 

 

The good news is that we will host your images as products for 

free (once approved by us) and there is no limit on the amount 

of images you can submit. There are certain terms and condi-

tions, one of which is that the image MUST NOT include any ele-

ments that are COPYRIGHTED material. For each poster sold we 

pay you via PayPal  these rates:- 

 

 

A2 A3+ A4 

6960 x 4920 4920 x 3480 3480 x 2460 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS 

1. The term "Artist" denotes the sole author of the digital artwork. "Sole author" includes the artist's rights to use commercially 

licensed models or other elements within the uploaded image.  

2. The artist must also be the individual uploading the images to 3D Art Direct.  

3. Uploaded art MUST NOT include any elements that are COPYRIGHTED material.  

4. Models used in images must be licensed for commercial use.  

5. We do not accept art that contains nudity or strong images of violence. 

6. The artist will retain the full copyright of their work and retains the right to sell their artwork elsewhere. 

7. 3D Art Direct retains the right not to use the artist's work for use as a product if not deemed suitable for sale. 

8. Artists will be informed by email within 48 hours of upload if their artwork will be used as a product. Products will be placed 

online on the 3D Art Direct store within 72 hours. 

9. 3D Art Direct will only use uploaded images of the artist for the express purpose of 1) poster sales on the 3dartdirect.com 

domain and 2) if given written permission by the artist, the promotion of their artwork in the 3D Art Direct online magazine.  

10. Uploaded artwork by the artist will never be passed onto a 3rd party.  

11. Artists are given an emailed monthly report of their sales on the 15th of each calendar month, showing sales in the previ-

ous calendar month.  

13. The artist must have a PayPal account to receive funds from the sale of their artwork from the 3D Art Direct online store.  

14. Payments are sent in the currency of Pounds Stirling via PayPal on the 15th of each calendar month. 

A2 A3+ A4 

£2.50 £1.50 £1.00 

HOW TO SUBMIT 

1. Go to www.3dartdirect.com/blog 

2. Click on the button “Publish Your 

Artwork” 
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Editorial 

Feature Your Artwork! 

John Robertson ● Excellent Terragen artist takes us through his portfolio.  

Phil Drawbridge ● Talks to us about his Carrara sci-fi illustrations and models. 

Warren Turner ● Mojoworld artist pushes this application to the limit. 

Web Alive Genesis ● Collaboration and communication using 3D worlds on-line. 

Juan Rodriguez ● Takes us through the creation of his ―Elven Ambush‖.  
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3DAD: You mention in your Rendo bio that you dabble 

in photography. Did photography come before digi-

tal art? Have skills from this hobby helped to how you 

set the scenes in your rendered images? 

JR:  I've always been a bit of a snapper, no more than 

that. Although I did take my photography a bit more 

seriously when I moved to the Isle of Bute, and pur-

chased my first digital camera. I have a wonderful 

vantage point from my balcony which is ideal for pho-

tographing the ships which pass beneath it. Photog-

raphy helps me appreciate point of veiw (pov) and 

composition in my 3d landscaping scenes. 

3DAD: You live on the island of Bute, Scotland. Has the 

scenery from your home influenced your landscape 

art with Terragen? Are there any art pieces you have 

done where you have mimicked actual scenery from 

near you home? 

JR:  Most of my scenes don't relate to Scottish terrain features. Indeed most of my scenes involve desert or barren settings. But it cannot be denied that the 

Scottish highlands and islands are a great source of inspiration for my landscaping endeavours, and I am very fortunate to have such wonderful scenery on 

my doorstep. My Ben McDuff Terragen2 tutorial,  is one scene where I definitely have been influenced by the Scottish mountains. 

Ben McDuff Tutorial—Perfect for Terragen 2 Beginners 

John Robertson expresses 

his art through Terragen 

(and now Terragen 2). 

From his home on the 

Island of Bute, Scotland, 

he’s built a great series of 

images in his Renderosity 

gallery. Here he talks and 

walks us through some of 

best illustrations.  

GALLERY 

http://forums.planetside.co.uk/index.php?topic=7733
http://www.renderosity.com/homepage.php?userid=133784
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3DAD: How did you first come across Terragen? What do you consider are its top two strengths? 

JR: I first came across Terragen when I was posting early Bryce landscapes to Renderosity. Of course this was Terragen 0.9xx, now referred to as Terragen 

Classic to distinguish it from Terragen2. I was most impressed with its atmospherics (mist and lighting settings), and terrain surfacing tools.  

3DAD: Were there any 

initial barriers as you 

started out with the 

learning curve in digital 

art? How did you over-

come these difficulties? 

JR:  The main barrier, in 

my mind, is one of confi-

dence, or, rather, lack of 

it. You marvel at the 

work of others using the 

same software you are 

using, and think, "I'll nev-

er be able to do that". 

Eventually you find it's 

just a matter of perse-

verance, picking the 

brains of experts you 

admire by way of tutori-

als and sample scene 

files. A wee bit of pa-

tience and application 

and soon you begin to 

find your feet, and what 

was once frustrating be-

comes fun as your confi-

dence develops. 

Angkor Heights 
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Eraterra  

3DAD: Were there some digital artists that you first looked up to, when you started out? Who were they and what did you like about their work?  

JR:  I'll select two 3d artists that have been a source of inspiration to me; both of whom post at Renderosity. The first is Andy Simmons (hobbit at ReRo). Apart 

from the obvious quality of his work, I liked how he started his landscape scenes with a low cost 3d application such as Bryce for his main landscape fea-

tures, and then took them to Photoshop or Painter for overpainting. He is also very good at painting waves and stormy seas. The second is Frogdot (and 

again you'll find his copious work at Renderosity). He mostly does simple illustrative scenes depicting topical or humorous subjects. He combines quality work 

with great wit. His prodigious output teaches me how useful it is to compile a library of models and textures for future use. 
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3DAD: You used Terragen before Terragen2 – what was the major benefit that you enjoyed when upgrading to Terragen2? 

JR:  The major benefit, without a 

doubt, is the ability to import 3d 

models, and to be able to create 

proper 3d clouds. If you wanted to 

add figures, or even trees, to a Ter-

ragen 0.9xx scene you had to do 

that with post work in say, Pho-

toshop. Another major benefit is the 

abundence of tools/shaders T2 has 

to shape and texture your terrain. 

And of course when you create a 

procedural terrain it is global. 

3DAD: What were some of the first 

images you posted to an on-line 

gallery? Were you proud of these? 

JR:   They would have been Bryce 4 

landscapes created about 9 or 10 

years ago, and you know, I proba-

bly was quite chuffed with them at 

the time. It's just as well I don't have 

them any more as I would probably 

cringe on viewing them now. 

3DAD: ―A Vertiginous Prospect‖. This 

is an image where you have incor-

porated yourself to dramatic ef-

fect! It has a good perspective to it, 

with the sunlight reflecting almost 

near the centre of the image. Are 

we going to see more of you fea-

tured in your own artwork? 
A Vertiginous Prospect  



 

JOHN ROBERTSON 
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JR:  I think the less of me there is in my scenes, the better. Interestingly, though, here I have integrated a photo of myself post Terragen2 using Photoshop, 

when I have just been telling you that T2 facilitates the importation of 3d models. So that tells you that I am not that confident in creating 3d human figures. 

Also, T2 may still have some texture limitations with imported 3d models. 

3DAD: You posted ―resistance‖ in your Computer Graphics Society gallery? What gave you the idea for this image? 

JR:  I'd recently downloaded some great freebie 

models from ColaCola Models (Anders Lejczak), 

including the Japanese Zero fighters. Then while I 

was watching a documentary on the tv which 

featured that iconic footage of the lone protestor 

standing in front of the tanks in Tiananmen Square, 

I then knew how I was going to use the Zeros.  

Resistance 
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3DAD: You have a few im-

ages that include portals 

―Golden Portal‖ and other 

objects created with 

Xenodream. Tell us about 

Xenodream and how you 

have used it– would you 

recommend it? 

JR:  Yeh, XenoDream is basi-

cally a program that allows 

the user to create 3d frac-

tals. Exporting the fractals as 

3d meshes is an additional 

option of the program. It's 

great fun to use, has good 

documentation, and still 

costs less than £100. For 

what it can do, I think it's a 

bargain, and I would rec-

ommend it for generating 

3d fractals. For mesh export-

ing, GroBoto is a good alter-

native. 

 

Through Golden Portal 

XenoDream 

http://www.xenodream.com/ 

Groboto 

http://www.groboto.com/ 

http://www.xenodream.com/
http://www.groboto.com/
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3DAD: Let’s talk about your islands. In your CGS gallery, ―Chart of Buried Treasure‖ was created with Terragen and post work done in Photoshop – great 

idea to do an image like this. Then you’ve created a nice get away ―Desert Island‖ for a nice virtual holiday. Were you pleased with how both of these im-

ages turned out?  

JR:  I used to draw treasure islands in my school jotters while I should have been learning algebra and other boring lessons. That's probably why I have such 

difficulty now understanding T2's function nodes. But, yes, I was quite happy with the Buried Treasure Chart; that was done using the old Terragen and then 

post worked in Photoshop. The other desert island; well, if I went back to it I might change a few things like the vegetation and boulders. 
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3DAD: ―In the Land of the 

Ginn‖, ―Scrimshaw Flats‖, 

―Mojocake‖ – all of these 

used ―Mojoliths clipfile‖, 

where chess like piece fea-

tures appear throughout the 

landscape. Very basically, 

could you tell us how you 

constructed these fantastic 

looking landscapes? 

(perhaps a limited number of 

screenshots) 

JR:   The Mojoliths clipfile was 

compiled by Rich2 of Ren-

derosity, and the clip file can 

be picked up here, (http://

forums.planetside.co.uk/

index.php?topic=10376.0). It's 

quite a complex network of 

nodes, which is basically di-

vided into three sections; one 

for creating the Standing 

Structures; one for giving the 

standing structures Bulges; 

and one for etching Grooves 

onto the standing structures. 

It's all got to do with applying 

displacement to voronoi and 

perlin noise functions, and 

having some parameters to 

vary scaling and density of   

the standing structures. In the Land of the Ginn  
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 Mojoliths clipfile  
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Mojocake 
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Scrimshaw Flats 
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3DAD:‖ Mount Ferrero 

Rocher‖ . Nice use of 

smoke or dust thrown 

up from the tank and 

mist at the base of the 

mountain. Good 

enough to eat. What 

gave you the thought 

to use a tank in the im-

age – is there a back 

story to this piece? 

JR:  I'd made a fur-

rowed terrain that was 

begging for something 

that would slot into the 

ruts, so to speak. And I 

had this great freebie 

tank from ColaCola 

Models. Story? hmmm. 

How about a Kelly's He-

roes or Three Kings sce-

nario set in a kind of 

alien Afghanistan. You 

know, a bunch of 

squadies hear about 

this fabled golden 

mountain, and borrow 

an armoured personnel 

carrier to do a bit of 

private enterprise for 

themselves. The Exiled Princess 
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3DAD: ―On an Ancient 

Trade Route‖. This is a 

nice image depicting a 

bit of history. What influ-

enced you to produce 

this piece? 

JR:  To be honest this 

scene typifies my ap-

proach to work flow. I 

typically start a scene 

with no particular con-

cept or aim in mind, ra-

ther I'm just fiddling with 

a combination of pa-

rameter settings until a 

terrain feature emerges 

that interests me. It's only 

then that I'll start thinking 

about a theme that re-

flects the features that 

have come about. In 

this particular case I was 

masking power fractal 

displacements which 

resulted in that central 

blocky tower. A wee visit 

to Wikipedia to give fo-

cus to the germ of an 

idea in my head, and 

then bung in a camel 

train using Photoshop to 

give it more credibility. 
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3DAD: ―Shore Urchins‖ . Nice fantasy image featuring fractal shore rocks and good insertion of the urchin boys. Do you have some influences from favourite 

sci-fi or fantasy authors in your work?  

JR:  I'm not sure if any of my scenes are di-

rectly influenced by sci-fi or fantasy authors. 

But I do like the books of Neal Stephenson, 

in particular "The Diamond Age", and 

"Cryptonomicon". And Philip Pullman's trilo-

gy, "His Dark Materials". I'm always eagerly 

anticipating the latest cgi in movies for inspi-

ration; my two fav sci-fi movies being Luc 

Besson's "The Fifth Element", and Terry 

Gilliam's "Twelve Monkeys". So, the influence 

is mostly indirect. 

3DAD: ―Nesting the Weevil‖. Great little 

spacecraft with that highly reflective steel 

texture. I think any use of reflections creates 

a nice point of interest – it gets you to scruti-

nise the detail. What gave you the idea to 

create this? 

JR:  Well, I was quite happy with the mesh I 

had created in XenoDream, and thought it 

looked like a space pod of some kind. Then 

I thought it would be a good idea to park 

the thing on an alien planet, so I excavated 

a hole in the planet's surface (you can do 

that in T2 by using the Crater shader). The 

rim for the hole was also a XenoDream 

mesh.  

 

 

 

Shore Urchins 
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3DAD: What’s your own personal favour-

ite image from your portfolio and why? 

JR:  I'll select "Transylvanian Moonlight". 

I'm always looking to generate interest-

ingly shaped mountains, and I like the 

mountains in this scene. The clouds 

(which can be a bit of a lottery at times; 

you know, hitting the seed button hun-

dreds of times till you get what you 

want) turned out nice. And I was quite 

happy with the post work; the integra-

tion of Dracula's castle, and the bats. 

And the blue-black moonlit sky came 

out rather well, I thought. 

3DAD: What are you working on at the 

moment? 

JR:  I'm currently working on combining 

or merging two or more Strata & Out-

crop shaders to make the combined 

strata less uniform, and therefore more 

interesting than a single application of 

the S&O shader. There are so many dif-

ferent methods of combining them, but 

I'm looking to create as simple a net-

work of shaders as I can get away with, 

which can then be used as a clipfile 

that others can insert into their scenes.   

Transylvanian Moonlight 
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3DAD: What are two of your favourite on-line resources to do with digital art? Be it a 

forum, on-line galleries, model sites or other resources? 

JR: The first has to be the Planetside forum, (http://forums.planetside.co.uk/) where I 

have learned everything I know about Terragen2; and I would advise anyone inter-

ested in learning T2 to visit it. Don't be afraid to ask the guys there anything you want 

to know about T2. I've already mentioned Renderosity, so I'm going to select Com-

puter Graphic Society (http://www.cgsociety.org/) as the second. I know it's not a 

site for 3d beginners in terms of uploading their work. But here you will find works from 

professional 3d artists, who will wow and inspire you. 

3DAD: Finally what three tips would you give to those who are just starting out in 3D 

digital art? 

JR:   

 

Tip 1 : If you're starting out, don't purchase one of the more expensive 3d programs 

to begin with. Rather, download trial versions of several applications. See which one 

you find most intuitive to use, check out their forums and ask questions. Once you're 

familiar with the pros and cons of each application. Then purchase.  

 

Tip 2: Join a forum for the application you have purchased and ask, ask, ask; the 

more you pick the brains of those in the know, the sooner you will be turning out your 

own masterpieces.  

 

Tip 3 : One of the best ways I've found of learning is to download and reverse engi-

neer scene files created by competent 3d artists. Oh, and do have fun. 

Bluffs 

Once Upon a Land 

Arctic Drift 
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ASTEROIDS 

Phil Drawbridge originally creat-

ed with Bryce and now has set-

tled with Carrara for his main 3D 

art application. He was born 

and grew up in Tunbridge Wells 

in Kent, in the U.K. , but then 

made a move to Fishers, Indi-

ana, U.S.A in 2004. He has re-

cently had two of his renders 

“Asteroids” and “The Ap-

proach” showcased in 3D World 

magazine. 

Phil talks to us on sci-fi, subma-

rines and steam engines as we 

explore his work. 

Phillip Drawbridge Website 

DAZ 3D Model Vendor 

http://www.phillipdrawbridge.com/
http://www.daz3d.com/i/shop/artistlist?artist=98885&_m=d
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3DAD: What were the first packages you used to create digital art? How did you get in-

troduced to these and were you pleased with the initial results? 

PD: I think the first app I used was Aldus Photostyler. This was years and years ago. I think 

it's still going.  It's a nice program. The first 3D application was Bryce. Probably Bryce3D. I 

think it was free on a magazine disk.  

3DAD: Much of your work is 

in the sci-fi genre and I no-

tice from your bio you’ve 

worked at Half Price books 

– is it sci-fi book cover art 

that has inspired you the 

most with your creations, or 

does this inspiration come 

from another quarter? 

PD: Probably. I've always 

read Sci-fi and break the 

golden rule and judge a 

book by it's cover. Which 

means I've read some really 

bad sci-fi. But the books 

had cool covers. So, yeah, 

all the books and movies 

must influence me a lot. 

Movies and TV are a pretty 

obvious influence as well. 

I've also been influenced 

by things around me. I re-

member one day seeing a 

cigarette lighter that just 

had this really cool shape. I 

modelled it and turned it 

into a three wheeled cycle. 

PHIL DRAWBRIDGE 

PHIL DRAWBRIDGE BOOK COVER ART  
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3DAD: I’ve noticed you’ve used Bryce in the past, but now you are using Carrara more frequently. What aspects of Carrara make you use this software 

more? 

PD: For me, Carrara has a very 

similar feel to Bryce. Although 

Bryce has a really groovy UI. 

The switch to Carrara wasn't as 

hard a learning curve as I ex-

pected. It's as complicated as 

you need. To start with I didn't 

use all the features and creat-

ed images from a Brycer per-

spective, just a lot quicker. But 

as I explored the features and 

read blogs and forums, I 

learned that it can do a lot of 

things that the big applications 

can do. Global Illumination, 

HDRI and caustics for example. 

You could fake these in Bryce, 

but Carrara does it with less 

effort. The newer versions of 

Bryce now have some of these 

features. But the main reason I 

like Carrara over Bryce is the 

speed. In Bryce once you click 

the render button you have to 

wait for some time before see-

ing if you like the result. With 

Carrara being so quick it's not 

an issue to render and within 

seconds see what you're going 

to get. 
SEARCHING 
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3DAD: If you could bolt on something extra for Car-

rara, to boost it’s functionality – what would you 

add? 

PD: I often think of something that would be a cool 

feature only to find out that Carrara can already do 

it. It seems that Carrara is in good hands with DAZ. It 

does everything I need it to do. For now.... 

3DAD: You also use Wings 3D – which I believe is 

open source modelling software – but beyond this 

I’ve never used or experienced it. Tell me about 

Wings 3D – what are it’s strengths and is there a 

growing community of modellers that use it? 

PD: Wings3D is wonderful. Not least because it's free. 

It might not have some of the features of other 

(more expensive) applications. But for me it can do 

pretty much everything I ask. Probably because 

most of my models are of a technical nature. I've 

not really explored organics with it. It's very simple 

once you get to grips with the interface and is pret-

ty quick. It also autosaves, which has saved me nu-

merous times. I'm not really part of the Wings com-

munity. It's a tool to create things I can render in 

Carrara. Carrara does have a modeller built in, but 

I've never used it. I also got Hex when I got Carrara, 

but not really got to grips with that either. 
AWAY 

Wings 3D 

Wings 3D is a ―subdivision‖ modeler . Wings 3D can be used to model and texture low to mid-range polygon models. Wings does not 

support animations and has only basic OpenGL rendering facilities, although it can export to external rendering software such as POV-

Ray and YafRay. Wings is often used in combination with other software, whereby models made in Wings are exported to applications 

more specialized in rendering and animation. 

http://www.wings3d.com/
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3DAD: You have a nice collection of models that you trade at DAZ3D. 

What do you enjoy most – is it modelling or creating the art with the 

models? 

PD: DAZ3D seems to be an ideal place to sell models. Their staff are very 

helpful and they are very generous to their published artists.  Modeling is 

fun. But it's not the aspect that drives me. I like to create the art with my 

models more. A model can look really good in Wings, but it's not until you 

put it into a scene and throw some lights at it that you can really see 

what you've created. 

3DAD: From the set of models you’ve created, what is your favourite so 

far and what were some of challenges in constructing it? 

PD: Wow, how do you pick your favourite child? Okay, the ―Steampunk 

Sub‖. (That was easy). It's not a complex model but I do render with it a 

lot. ―The Bug‖ is also a favourite. It was even supplied with a version of 

Bryce for a while, so I often see it popping up in peoples renders. The sub 

didn't have any real challenges with the modeling. I wanted a quirky fun 

model that still looked like it would work. That was harder than the creat-

ing. I don't plan anything out. I based it on the ship ―The Cavorate 

Sphere‖ from the movie ―First men in the moon‖ which was steampunk 

before there was steampunk! I just started with an octotad and then ex-

tracted, inserted, pushed and pulled until I got the basic shape.  

―The Bug‖ was harder and was totally different to what I started to mod-

el. I set out to model a truck! The suspension of the truck turned into the 

landing gear. Since I hadn't started out to model a ship, getting a cock-

pit on it was a bit of a challenge. Maybe I should start to plan these 

http://www.daz3d.com/i/shop/artistlist?artist=98885&_m=d
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3DAD: When you first stated out with digital art, which artists have stimulated you the most and why? I notice you’ve mentioned Stephan Martiniere. 

PD:  Stephan Martiniere is my current favourite. But there are a ton of artists which I admire and not just digital artists. Michael Wheelan was an early inspira-

tion. Even before I got into digital art I was copying his work. Once again he's a book illustrator. He did wonderful covers for some of Asimov's most known 

books.  

 

I also like Chris Foss and John Harris for their more ―arty‖ sci-fi. But yeah, right now Stephan Martiniere is awesome. He has a great way of giving a sense of 

scale. With a large ship on a black space background it's very hard to get an idea of scale. Even putting a planet in the background can't really express 

the scale.  

Martiniere gets around this by putting planets in the foreground! If you can see a planet in front of a ship, then it's a big ship. I also love the fact that his 

―space‖ pictures have very little space in them. This was the main driving force behind my pictures shown in 3D World Magazine. Renderosity was the first 

place I started to seriously post my pictures and I got inspiration from the artists there. There are a LOT of really good artists. The Bryce forum at Renderosity 

has a lot of really talented and helpful people. They were my inspiration, my muse and my shoulder to cry on when Bryce crashed. The hardest part of mov-

ing to Carrara from Bryce is that I don't contribute to the Bryce forum as much now.  

Michael Wheelan Sci-fi and fantasy Illustrator Stephan Martiniere Concept Illustrator 
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 3DAD: You’ve made up a few example book covers in your Rendo gallery (eg Revela-

tion Space)– is this a direction you’d like to explore more? For any budding freelance 

illustrators,  I would recommend using the on-line service of 99 Designs. It’s main 

strength is that it allows you to be on an even playing field with large graphic design 

houses when selling your artwork. 

PD: Because my inspiration comes from book illustration it stands to reason that I create 

with that in mind. Although I generally forget that publishers like space for words. I 

would love to see my art on a book. But I'm not sure that I could handle deadlines and 

publisher constraints. Maybe that would remove some of the fun for me. That said, if a 

publisher wants to use a picture, then hey, give me a call. I would love to have the 

time (and skill) to write a sci-fi novel. But I think my ideas are not matched by my writ-

ing ability.  

3DAD: You’ve had the privilege of hav-

ing ―Asteroids‖ and ―Approach‖ being 

published in 3D World magazine, using 

your own models. What features of these 

images are you most proud of? 

PD: Getting the email was a shock. 3D 

World Mag saw the images on CG Socie-

ty, which has a LOT of professional artists 

posting. I certainly didn't expect my two 

little images to catch anyone's eyes. I had 

to double check the email to make sure they hadn't made a mistake and replied 

thinking it was a joke. I mean, this is 3D World Magazine!  

I am really happy with the ―Approach‖. Martiniere’s  inspiration is evident I think. It in-

cludes a very colourful background and no real empty ―Space‖. I think I managed to 

get a good sense of scale on that too. I like to play with the scale.  

The small ship is pretty large on it's own, but then to have it in the shadow of the hulk in 

the background really puts the scale on a different level. I also really like the harsh 

lighting on the top of the big ship. Lighting can make or break an image and I hope it 

made this one.  
APPROACH 

ASTEROIDS 

http://99designs.com/
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3DAD: I really like your Steampunk submarine and the set of underwater images you’ve created with this 

model. Are you a big fan of Steampunk? 

PD: Steampunk is cool. It's quite a wide genre, clothes, vehicles, machines big and small. Pretty much any-

thing we have today can be converted to Steampunk. It's been around for a while but I still think it's a 

genre that's going to keep getting bigger. It's certainly something I intend to explore more in future works.  

3DAD: You have some really nice renders on Steam Engines – are these quite complicated models to 

construct? Are you looking for authenticity with how everything fits together with these?  What are some 

of the trickier aspects of these models? 

PD: The recent steam engine is an on-going project. I want to create a Steampunk house but working 

with what DAZ would be able to sell and what I want to create has been a challenge. It's difficult to cre-

ate something real, or 

based on something 

real, since there will al-

ways be people who 

nit-pik. I set out to cre-

ate something that 

people know is a steam 

engine, even if it 

wouldn't actually work 

or that no sane person 

would ever build.  

 

I mean who would use long drive belts when it would be easier to drive 

the wheel directly. If you look closely you will work out that the piston 

would get stuck as it rotates. Thinking out things like that are a greater 

challenge than the modelling.  

The components of the model itself are pretty straight forward. The num-

ber of pieces lead to it looking more complex than it really is. This model is 

currently on the drawing board and may stay there for a while. 

TRENCH 

STEAM ENGINE 
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3DAD: ―Huey02‖ comes 

from the classic sci-fi movie 

of ―Silent Running‖. It’s a 

cute robot design which is 

often overlooked. Any no-

tions of modelling the main 

Silent Running ship at all? 

PD: What a great movie. 

The robots were wonderful 

creations. They had such 

emotions for essentially a 

small box, and this was be-

fore Star Wars. I work with a 

lot of people in their 20's 

who have never heard of 

the movie and they don't 

know what they're missing. 

The Valley Forge was a 

great model too. It would 

probably still stand up to 

being in a movie today.  

My very early renders in 

Renderosity reflect the de-

sign. Even the Approach 

has bio-domes. It's never far 

away from my mind. Great-

er modellers than me have 

already created great ver-

sions of it. So I'm not sure I 

will even try.  

 HUEY 02 and SILENT RUNNING 
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3DAD: You’ve done a number of renders based on Star Trek? Are you a fan of the original series models most? 

PD: So many people have made Star Trek models and mine are way down the list on quality so I was modelling purely for my benefit. Star Trek is another 

thing where there are plenty of people to nit-pik. So I didn't set out to create the Enterprise. I set out to make a model in the style of Star Trek. One thing that 

bugs me about Star Trek and most images based on it is how brightly lit everything is. It just doesn't seem real to me. I wanted to render the ships in a more 

natural setting. Just lit from the stars and the lights on the ships themselves. As for the original vs the newer ones, I really like the Enterprise from the early 

movies. Later on there are so many different designs of ships that it was starting to lose some of the cohesion (for me at least). 

ENTERPRISE GETS HER OWN BACK 
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3DAD: ―Align‖ The alignment of planets is quite a powerful image, heralding some rare 

event – most notably used in 2001 – is the latter what prompted this image? 

PD: This was my first attempt at using the Lunar Cell plug in. This image is just me showing 

off. The ship gives a little bit of interest. It does have a very 2001 feel to it, although that's 

been copied many times. I don't recall if that's intentional or not. 2001 set the way for 

almost every sci-fi film to come after it. I used to work on support for a software compa-

ny and would often speak to Stanley Kubrick, who used our software. I had so many 

questions about 2001, but never managed to build up the courage to ask him. 

3DAD: ―Eclipse‖ is a subject that is not of-

ten explored in sci-fi art, were you pleased 

with the resulting eclipse effect you 

gained? 

PD: That was more playing with a tutorial I 

had found on creating the whispy effects. 

It's not great, but not terrible either. It's 

good to search around for tutorials. If 

you're trying to create an effect, chances 

are that someone has already done it. 

3DAD: You’re using Photoshop and you’ve 

mentioned a plug in called Lunarcell (in 

―Align‖) allowing you to create planets– 

what can it do? 

It's not amazingly hard to create realistic 

planets in Photoshop. I've found a number 

of really good tutorials. But Lunarcell does 

it all for you in a few clicks. It has settings 

for the atmosphere, land, sea, cities and 

loads of other options to light the planet 

from multiple sources. It's really a very 

good tool and quite good fun to just play 

around with. 

ALIGN 

ECLIPSE 

http://www.flamingpear.com/lunarcell.html
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3DAD: You’ve mentioned in a number of your images (eg ―Cold Sun‖) that you’ve created the background using Photoshop and this is used as the back-

drop in Carrara. Does your workflow start with the Photoshop background most of the time? 

PD: I have a number of ―stock‖ backgrounds that I've created. I do render using one of them to get 

a basic idea of what I want to achieve and then I may go and create a new background. So yeah, 

most of my images start in Photoshop and end up in Photoshop with Carrara in the middle for the 

models. I don't do a lot of postwork since Carrara produces pretty much the result I want. But some-

times it's handy to sharpen, remove the odd flare, fix the colours and what not. 

3DAD: ―Bryce Killer‖. You mentioned that this image included a volumetrics atmosphere I think and 

took some time to render. Have you had other comparable renders have almost stretched your pro-

cessors to the limit? 

PD: That was one of the Bryce renders that you need to start before you leave on vacation. OK, not 

quite that long but a while. Bryce, god bless her, does certain things really well, oceans and moun-

tains, and can do other things if you have the time. Refractions, reflections and volumetrics. Even 

softshadows slow her down.  

 

COLD SUN 

B
R

Y
C

E K
ILLER
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3DAD: ―Hex‖ did remind me of the ZX81 manual as well. I suddenly want my manual back and an 81 computer, just for nostalgia! 

PD: John Harris. Even before I knew about digital art he must have had an effect on me. Not sure I want my ZX81 back though. They can't run Carrara for one 

thing! 

Phil Drawbridge on the creation of “Hex” 

Yesterday I was just browsing around looking for a new desktop wallpaper when I came across a dark blue one made up of hexagons. It 

was really cool, but slightly flat since it was seen from head on. I thought it would be even cooler to render it from an angle, so I created a 

hexagon grid in wings and rendered it in Carrara for my new wallpaper. 

This morning I was just staring at my glossy new wallpaper when I was reminded of the monolith from 2001. This looked like a lot of hexagon 

monoliths. So I fired up carrara again, put in my nato fighter. Then it started to look like something from Tron, so I rendered a few square glass 

clouds. Now I think it reminds me of the old art work by John Harris for the ZX-81 manual (showing my age a bit now). 

So, yeah, it's weird where we get inspiration. This is a cross between 2001, Tron and John Harris. 
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3DAD: ―ISS Mark 2‖. The 

ISS is a lovely great big 

structure to render for 

an image and it’s great 

to see someone create 

their own version. Do 

you have ambitions to 

try doing mark two of 

any other real world 

spacecraft? 

 

PD: I wanted to create a 

few models that people 

could bolt together in 

an infinite number of 

combinations. I ended 

up with 5 or 6 modules in 

the basic set and just 

keep duplicating to 

build up the station. I 

don't have any plans on 

doing any specific real 

world models. I'll leave 

that to Bambam131 

who has really got the 

style down. And in Bryce 

no less. 
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3DAD: ―Peacock‖ and final ―Peacock‖. Nice idea 

to arrange a functional idea (solar sail) to into a 

more eye catching form.  

PD: I can't remember if I was trying to model a 

peacock or a solar sail. But I like the idea of the 

sail unfolding like a peacock tail. Peacock was a 

proof of concept, Peacock 2 is slightly more re-

fined. I'd quite forgotten about the model. I might 

have to make a Peacock 3! 

 

 

3DAD: From your portfolio, what are your top two favourite renders? 

PD: Usually the latest ones are my favourite. I like anything with my Steampunk Sub. I like approach since it got my art published in a magazine. My other 

favourite is not even a sci-fi picture. There's a Carrara render of a glass chess set that I made in Wings back in 2006. I really like how that turned out. The light 

and refraction just worked really well.  

PEACOCK DOF CHESS 
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3DAD: Finally, what three tips 

would you give to those just 

starting out with 3D digital art? 

PD:  

Tip 1 : Don't be afraid to ask 

questions. There are plenty of 

forums out there and no matter 

what you're trying to do, some-

one would have thought about 

it and will know the answer 

Tip 2: Don't give up. It's easy to 

get overwhelmed when open-

ing a new program and seeing 

all the settings and wording and 

you may shut the application 

down before achieving any-

thing. But run it again and play 

around. What's the worst that 

can happen/ 

Tip 3: Create for yourself. Post 

your art by all means, but don't 

create what you think people 

will want to see, create things 

that you want to create. 

 

…And finally (sorry, I know that's 

four) – Have fun. This is for most 

of us a hobby and hobbies are 

supposed to be something fun! 

GARMAC 
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CORE PROCESSING 

A prolific user of Mojoworld Pro, 

Warren has used his wizardry to 

create worlds upon worlds of 

wonder. 

We explore just one corner of his 

universe of digital art and come 

back wanting to survey much 

more. 

Hailing from Essex, England, War-

ren takes us through some of the 

best parts of his portfolio.  

Renderosity Gallery 

http://www.renderosity.com/homepage.php?userid=252009
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3DAD: Tell me about 

your first interest in 

the creative arts – 

was this interest ac-

tive from a young 

age?  

WT: Yes. I was aged 6 

and copied the com-

ic character ―Asterix‖ 

onto A4 in pencil 

which my uncle was 

amazed with the rep-

lication. Later aged 8 

I remember waiting in 

a hospital waiting 

room & was drawing 

images of Tom Baker 

from ―Doctor Who‖ 

TV series to which 

others waiting looked 

impressed with. 

3DAD: You put effort 

into gaining formal 

art qualifications and 

gained A level and a 

BTEC diploma; has some of the knowledge translated well into digital arts, or is it the case that most of what you learned had to be re-learned in the digital 

realm? 

WT:  Yes & No. My foundation qualifications have helped in some ways but more on the elements of colour management, complimentary colours use of 

light, compositional balance etc etc. The use of mediums & how to use those mediums is pretty much a mute topic as the Rendered/digital art is a com-

pletely different medium, therefore my formal qualifications didn’t really help me at all in these areas. 
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3DAD: You mentioned in your rendo bio that you worked at a studio in London and discovered that everything was computer driven. Was the switch from 

traditional mediums over to digital quite rapid for you? 

WT: No. At the time I had no computer experience other than gaming on a ZX Spectrum 6 years previous. PC/MAC technology for art design was pretty 

much a costly as well as a niche market. I think it was some 4 years later that I discovered Amiga Paint. 

3DAD: What was your largest challenge with switching over to digital art, and how did you overcome that challenge? 

WT: First was understanding 

the use of the hardware and 

then the interfaces of draw-

ing with a mouse/light pen 

and of course familiarizing 

my self with the art applica-

tions interface. 

So I obtained a cheap PC 

(286) & started to learn the 

basics of how a computer 

functioned…CPU, RAM, Hard

-drives etc etc. Eventually 

once I was familiar with the 

hardware I then started look-

ing at the art packages 

available at the time. When I 

had a 386SX PC I can re-

member using Calligari 

Truespace as one of my first 

applications. I had a Crea-

tive Labs Light Pen as I was 

struggling with moving a 

mouse around comfortably 

& found it slightly easier but 

even today I still feel that I 

lack the ―hands on feel‖ of 
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3DAD:  Your bio mentions you’ve had experience with various digital art software packages and have settled with Mojoworld. What 

are a few of the aspects of Mojoworld that made you stay with this package compared to the others? 

WT: The first thing that caught my eye with Mojoworld was the renders that others had created. I wasn’t really a big fan of land-

scape artwork or had never thought of focusing my attentions in that particular area but mojos creations looked fantastical & surre-

al, which really caught my eye. Furthermore its interface was not crowded with quirky buttons that lead to functions that you didn’t 

understand…it wasn’t windows, within windows, within windows of data to trawl through to get a result. I liked its simplistic look, out-

put results & a constant community. 
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3DAD:  Even though Mojoworld has had its development stalled at the moment, If you could add two improvements or developments with Mojoworld, what 

would these be? 

WT: In my view Mojoworld has many areas in which it could be improved. I like the MojoTree Plugin (Free with Pro) for Vegetating worlds creating more 

credible environments, however development stopped in this area and I know there is a lot of potential for extending beyond what it currently delivers. An-

other element I would like to see covered is an improvement in Mojoworld’s shadow management & rendering process which impacts the rendertimes…

sometimes dramatically. Improvements to other areas such as true Multi core support, HDRI, Global Radiosity etc etc are also improvements I’d love to see 

amongst many, many others. 

I will add a MAJOR development would be the ability to export terrains with displacements and  material mapping for use in other applications to fulfil Mo-

joworlds current shortcomings. 
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3DAD: What hardware box are you using at the moment for rendering and what other software are using most regularly aside from Mojoworld? 

WT: Currently I’m using a Quad Core 2.83Ghz, 4GB DDR2, 1.23GB Nvidia GTX470 on twin SATA 250GB drives with a Logitech MX5500 keyboard and Mouse 

setup. You don’t need all of this hardware for Mojoworld as I often still play games also. I’m eagerly awaiting the release of Diablo3 from Blizzard but other 

art software I use includes Sketchup Pro 7, Web Alive CDK and Photoimpact 11. I do own other applications but don’t use them on a frequent basis. I tend 

to use them randomly dependant on what I need to achieve.  

3DAD:  When you first started producing digital art, which other digital artists influenced you the most? 

WT:  I wouldn’t call them digital artists but the likes of MC Escher, Roger Dean and Patrick Woodroffe are my inspirational drivers. Since using the digital me-

dium I have come to appreciate many, many artists…too many to list but a few that jump to mind are Steffan Moran, Jeff Hindmarsh, Eric Vandaler and 

many works of the Mojoworld community current and past at Renderosity. 

3DAD:  When you first started publishing digi-

tal art to the web, was there a 

―breakthrough‖ image that started getting 

you a lot more attention than before? 

WT: I only tend to post my artwork at 

www.renderosity.com and I have found that 

it really all depends on the categories used 

for loading the final piece to which is a 

shame as I feel that some of my better works 

don’t give me enough feedback to say they 

were ―breakthrough‖ pieces. 

―Synergis 2318‖ has received the most com-

ments and was a fantastic collaboration 

piece between myself and the planet crea-

tor Alex Nickolaev, whom I believe you cov-

ered in Issue #3.  

―Haze Demise‖ has received 8 favourites and 

really was a fun exercise in creating and alt-

hough the outcome I’m not 100% happy with 

I’m grateful for those that added the image 

as one of their favourites. 
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3DAD:  ―SatNav Confusion‖ is using a volumetrics plugin, an excellent way of expanding of what can be done with Mojo, taking it to it’s limits. Tell me a little 

about how you created this image. What gave you the title for this piece? 

WT: Satnav Confusion is only one of many image that use the Volumetrics Plugin created by Dmytry Lavrov for Mojoworld. It’s creat ion was done by looking 

at how simple forms can be created using the Mojoworld Pro Function Graph editor. It utilises such nodes as Sine Node and The Hex Lattice Node, although 

the Function Graph wasn’t that simple to create to get the end result. Many of my pieces are titled upon what I ―feel‖ the image either conveys or emotes 

within me. With this particular piece the voids and turns lead me to thinking about navigating around it…ergo Satnav Confusion. Have you tried driving to a 

destination you don’t know in a compact city centre…sometimes the turns come quicker than the Satnav can say…which is what I perceived in this piece. 
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3DAD:  ―I’m Forever Blowing‖. This is a great piece. I used a similar planet (I think it was called sine) using Dymtry’s plug in, and the render time was enormous. 

The effort of trying to represent infinity with each mirrored bubble was almost too much. 

WT: Created from an old planet file using mojoworld & Volumetrics Plugin by D Lavrov. 

You`ll pick up the fact that the low & hi altitude settings have cropped the spheres & the floaters are intentional. As are the image proportions..this is a 

stopped+cropped render after 36 hours of rendertime. Horizon whiteout caused by atmosphere density/visible distance & reflective sphere qualities. 
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3DAD:  ―Goose Pimples‖. This has got a good use of light, colour and lens flares. Did you apply extra lights in the scene to get the two different colours? 

WT:  Yes and No. In this image I created a Function Graph that blends what is called a Normella FG but feeds 2 differing colour gradients that are then fed 

to a Color Blends node. I could then use the Colour Blends Nodes Blend type to give a varying subtle effects in the gradient blending.  
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3DAD:  ―Open Minded‖ and ―Minds Corner‖. You’ve used your Reflecta planet in great varieties, with these pieces based on it. Tell me about the creation of 

Reflecta – was it one of those Mojo planets that came together quite quickly, or did it require a lot of tweaking? Is the Reflecta planet your favourite crea-

tion? 

WT: The Reflecta Planet series originally came from the process that Alex Nickolaev was using when he was creating Sine Worlds. I started looking at what 

other structural like forms could be created and it just evolved until I was getting all sorts of less controlled and more abstractive forms. I simply liked some of 

the shapes created the depth of shape and void and the reflective surfaces. This is why ―Reflecta‖ the image is one of my favourites.. I lose if I’m looking at 

the object, its reflection or the reflections reflection of a differing object…the deeper you look into it the deeper you get lost…..its almost 4 dimensional! 
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3DAD:  ―Shiney oh shiney‖. This is a favourite piece of mine; the Hex Lattice Node creates these wonderful solid , infinite structures that are just so alien – per-

fect for creating an alien world,  where you wonder who built these things (also ―synthesis‖). You mention that you ―love those shiney surfaces‖ and you can 

tell it’s a prime aspect of your work – it does create interesting artwork. 

WT: Thanks. I’m glad you appreciate these pieces. Yep I like the reflective surfaces and they render really well and not at a time premium. In fact ―Shiney Oh 

Shiney‖ uses more of a reflective bitmap texture and a second form with a high BLUE reflective surface…these are the stripes you see… I then just add a mirror 

floor.  
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3DAD:  ―New beginnings‖. Planet Infernus. May not have been intentional and I know it’s not one of your favourites– but the atmosphere just looks thick and 

rain-soaked here, adding to the mood. Nice choice of model - the rebel transport mesh colouring fits in well. 
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3DAD:  ―Atlantis Labs‖. One of your creations of Vue. Are you using Vue more and more given it’s capability to now create whole planets of fractal land-

scapes, a bit like Mojo? 

WT: To be honest – No. I love Vue for so many reasons and I love Mojoworld for its terrain generation. Vue has slowly started to move towards infinite fractal 

terrain generation but its clumsy and slow by comparison to Mojoworld. My ideal would be a MERGER between Mojo and Vue then I really could start to 

crank out some artwork to be personally (more) proud of, but I can dream on. 
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3DAD:  Family. I really like the symbolism you have applied here for a personal piece of artwork. Given the small spheres are the same size, your children 

aren’t really triplets are they?! 

WT: LOL. No triplets! I chose equal dimensions for the orbs as each child is treated equally, they are all my favourites. 

3DAD:  ―Outer Boundaries‖ from Carsyphuce. I like the slightly reflective texture on the rock material here and it’s a good example of what Mojoworld can do 

to get realistic looking materials and textures on the table. What aspects of planet ―Carsyphuce‖ do you like? 

WT: Hmm… Carsyphuce is a hybrid planet mixed up from Bob Butterys planet ―Huduce‖ and some elements of planets I created that I never released. Bobs 

Material ―Cliffs‖ displacement is the main contributing factor for creating the rocks surfaces. The blends to the sands (which look a bit flat IMHO) created 

some really cool overhanging elements which give a sense of erosion factors. 
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3DAD:  ―Tetris‖. You mentioned that this took five days and night to render. Ouch! Have you found an optimum bucket and tile size to render more complex 

scenes (or scenes using plugins such as Volumetrics). 

WT: Yep Tetris was a long rendertime. With Volumetrics I tend to render ―all in one‖ as the Tile-rendering was getting some issues with the plugin and I don’t 

like wasting days on end to have scrap it. As for general rendering optimums there isn’t one in Mojoworld as it all depends on the expected outcome and 

the design. Bob Buttery did some cool work on experimenting and demonstrating this in this link: render comparisons article 

 

 

http://www.landshapes.btinternet.co.uk/tuts/tut2/rendercomparisons.htm
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3DAD:  ―Tarydian Gorge‖. A good scene demonstrating contrast of shadow and light. I like the subtle 

textures found on the rocks. 

3DAD:  Chalice of the Stars. How did you put this image together? Was this something that grew organi-

cally or did you have a good idea of what you wanted to achieve before you started out? 

WT: This was planned by design but not for every curve etc. It started out using a similar method to the 

Planet ―Reflecta‖ however I started looking at using containers. Containers In Volumetrics quite literally 

―contain‖ the iso-form that created so you can isolate it to appear only in a specific area. The contain-

er cant be seen as its properties are set to unseen. The placement of the Orb amidst the base was 

looking at how easy/complex it was to place an object that seemed to sit correctly in Volumetrics as 

the real-time render makes this quite awkward to do.  
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3DAD:  MojoFaux. In your notes against this image, you’ve mentioned this is a ―failed‖ render, but managing to incorporate any large scale vegetation into 

a Mojo image is an achievement. Are you experimenting with Vue more in this direction, since it’s ecosystems module is built to handle this type of thing? 

WT: Yes. Vues Ecosystems work on similar principals to the MojoTree plugin by Bernhard Krummenhacker. I was a big fan of Mojotree, especially as it was 

something I found very quick and easy to use and had some versatility however it also had its flaws. Mojo Faux I classed as a failure as it didn’t convey any-

thing near the amount of realism I wanted to get into the image and its rendertimes really took a hammering for the worse. Vues ecosystems are equally as 

versatile and the render times are slightly better however I find its terrain generation a drawback, hence my earlier response of a Vue Mojo hybrid. 
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3DAD: ―Synthesis‖. Another great example of the hex lattice node (Dymytry Lavrov).  Was it difficult getting what you wanted when tweaking with the 

plugin? 

WT: When Dmytry released Volumetrics I was reluctant to use it as it was a completely differing view on how to use Mojoworlld. It was a bit like using a car to 

scoop ice cream ☺. Eventually I persevered and even today I struggle with some elements. For Synthesis It drives a lot of it’s form from the use of the Hex 

Lattice Node to which very little information was available about. I had some brilliant support over email from Dynda Yaroslav (aka SLAV). 

 

3DAD:  ―Immortal Fascination‖. This is a 

very different piece you’ve created 

here; quite unique for Mojoworld art. It’s 

an interesting setting for the story you 

are telling. As you mentioned you had 

to get round memory resource issues 

when dealing with the Poser figures. Tell 

me more about this piece – did your 

immortality backstory start the idea of 

the image, or did the eventual image 

give you the story? 

WT: The first creation was the Volumet-

ric form which you can see from my 

previous images. I wanted to introduce 

something to fill the voids and with an 

old copy of Poser I could use simple 

posed forms in those voids. As such the 

forms and environment depicted the 

story and the 2 kind of evolved hand in 

hand. 
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3DAD:  Finally what three tips would you give to those who are just starting out with 3D digital art? 

WT: Stick at it…..create, explore, expand… Stick at it…..create, explore, expand….. Stick at it…..create, explore, expand…… inf.  

Your work may remain even after you are long gone. 

An image can communicate more than can be conveyed in words or even emotions….keep communicating  
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What is the Web Alive Genesis Project? 

Web Alive is a platform to create 3D virtual worlds and use 

them as a communication tool.  

Warren Turner, who contributes to the project talks to us 

about the values of this work and his experiences with the 

venture so far. 

SCREENSHOTS FROM TIPONTIA 

Quick Facts:- 

 Website:  www.wagenesis.org 

 Web Alive (WA) is sponsored by Avaya.  

 The WA Content Development Kit  is owned by Avaya but any-

one can use it for FREE. 

 Click on the ―Learn‖ section of the Web Alive Genesis website to 

get started on creating your 3D virtual worlds. 

 Web Alive Genesis (WAG) is a non Avaya owned website for Pub-

lic communities to collaborate over with the focus on WA devel-

opment. 

Web Alive Genesis Team 

Nuket Nowlan , Warren Turner, Normand Cyr, Walter Krumshyn, Jeff Taylor, Lisa Smith, Omar Hesham, Rick Jones, 

Anissa Shaddy, Chris Brown, Laurie Hardage, Mahmood Shahid, Tegan Laing, Ebru Dalbudak and Ali Arya 

Warren Turner  

http://www.wagenesis.org/
http://www.wagenesis.org/
http://www.wagenesis.org/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=53&Itemid=60
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3DAD: The WAG project grew out of an 

experimental platform that allowed a small 

group of people to collaborate and brain-

storm in a 3D environment; a learning 

―café‖. What prompted the development 

of this first platform to occur? 

WT: Unfortunately this development oc-

curred prior to joining the team, therefore I 

don’t know what prompted its creation. 

However it was used extensively between 

the development community in its early 

stages as a common place to meet & 

greet & discuss how we should move for-

ward. 

3DAD: Am I right in saying the Café need-

ed two bits of technology to work – the 

Nortel web alive project and the ―Cross 

Functional Collaboration and Learn-

ing‖ (developed by Nuket Nowlan). In es-

sence, what does each bit do?  

WT: The two are integral elements both 

owned by Avaya. Nuket project manages 

the external side through the development 

community. 

THE LEARNING CAFE 

“WA Genesis is a place where people 

come to create, learn and interact with 

each other with the intention to bring 

new ideas to life.”  

Nuket Nowlan project manager of WAG. 
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3DAD: Is the Web alive project based on an existing game or other 3D engine? Were other engines considered and what advantages does the chosen en-

gine have over the others? 

Answer from Arn Hyndman : Avaya WA Chief Architect.  

AH: We evaluated pretty much every major 3D engine available as we were starting the project and have periodically re-evaluated this rapidly changing 

environment as well.   When we kicked off web.alive the leading options (in no particular order) were:  

1. ID Software’s tech 3 and 4 

2. Valve’s source engine 

3. Sun’s project wonderland 

4. Unreal engine 2.5 and 3 

5. Ogre 

In the end we selected Epic’s unreal engine 2.5.   Our reasons 

for doing so where:  

 Excellent performance across a wide range of hard-

ware – particularly integrated graphics which represents 

95% of our target market (no support for integrated 

graphics or poor performance on integrated graphics 

ruled out Id Tech 4, Project Wonderland, and Unreal 3)  

 Excellent developer resources/ease of integration, ex-

cellent content development resources, a huge com-

munity of users, and excellent 3rd party support (the un-

real family is by far the best in this aspect) 

 High level of functionality – it includes audio, physics, 

animation, scripting, editor, server etc in addition to the 

rendering engine (limited functionality ruled out Ogre) 

 High quality (quality issues ruled out project wonder-

land) 

POSTCARDS FROM TIPONTIA 
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3DAD: Normally, a normal weekly meeting 

doesn’t create much of an inspiring time in 

the office day, did the new learning Café 

environment  help stimulate new ideas and 

approaches? 

WT: Experiencing a meeting via Web Alive 

does stimulate new conceptual ideas and 

opens the mind to possibilities that we can 

share in real-time in a Web Alive environ-

ment. 

3DAD: Yourself and another team member 

came up with another 3D environment, an 

island landscape named ―Tipontia‖. Was this 

idea generated before it’s targeted use – for 

children at the Ronald McDonald House in 

Ottawa? 

WT: There was actually a team of 9 of us at 

the start. The team members were: Walter 

Krumshyn, Jeff Taylor, Nuket Nowlan, Nor-

mand Cyr, Annissa Shady, Lisa Smith, Chris 

Brown, Rick Jones and myself with support 

from Carleton University. We all had individu-

al roles in the environments creation. 

The level was created with the intention of 

being a charitable piece for the RMcH in 

Ottawa and all of the team volunteered 

their time and inputs for this worthy organisa-

tion. 

 

“Experiencing a meeting via 

Web Alive does stimulate new 

conceptual ideas and opens the 

mind to possibilities that we can 

share in real-time” 
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3DAD: What elements did you include in Tipontia to make it a 

fun environment for the kids to explore? Did the island go 

through several versions to get it right? 

WT: The actual islands overall design should be attributed to Nor-

mand Cyr. He went home one evening and literally modelled 

the island with real world materials such as clay, twigs, straws, 

cardboard cutouts etc then photographed what he had creat-

ed. From these images I created the Terrain, Skybox and almost 

all of the meshes in the environment with support from Walter 

Krumshyn, whilst Jeff Taylor worked on animations, avatars, vol-

umes and triggers.  

3DAD: Then you had to design some children avatars for Tipon-

tia. What did these turn out like? 

WT: Child avatars were created by Carleton University as part 

of a learning process. 

3DAD: I notice another project underway is the Persephone Lev-

el. Tell me about this – how was this started and what is its even-

tual end goal? 

WT: I was approached to join a new team of developers to cre-

ate an environment that would be used to simulate domestic 

violence issues and the methods of communication between 

the services that are involved in such cases. I was asked if I 

could assist in the initial terrain generation, skyboxes, mesh crea-

tion (pseudo-replicas of the Ottawa Police and Fire Station + 

Child Welfare Offices).  

In the phase 2 of its design I was asked to assist in creating 4 

movie insertion surfaces that could playback movies within the 

environment as well as deal with a few technical issues and 

guide other members of the team where applicable. 
MAZES, BALLOONS, LIGHTHOUSES—PLENTY TO EXPLORE IN TIPONTIA 

HOME SWEET HOME IN TIPONTIA 
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3DAD: With Tipontia and the Persephone Project, is WAG being aimed specifically to users in the education/schools arena? 

WT: Not specifically. As we have a great relationship with Carleton University in Ottawa currently a lot of development interest is coming from that arena. 

However Web Alive is diverse enough to cover not just educational needs but also Business and other enterprising markets. There are ―others‖ already out 

there that are using WebAlive (WA), however that business relationship is managed directly with Avaya as far as I know. 

3DAD: How does the WAG project differ from using something like Second Life?  

WT: WAG (Web Alive Genesis) is the public facing developer community fro Web Alive its not a project in its own right per-se but a place to have public de-

velopers come together share ideas, explore possibilities, learn and showcase creations.  WAG is managed by Nuket and Normand. 

To be honest I haven’t done the comparison and I don’t know all of Second Life's abilities. For me I like the 3D spatial sound of WA and the constant devel-

opment of insertions creating a more usable environment by the users for movies, presentations, web in web browsing, desktop sharing etc. 

3DAD: Is one of the primary goals for WAG to encourage people to create their own 3D environments? What are the basic tools required? 

WT: Yes. To get a basic environment running you can use just the Web Alive Content Development Kit (WA CDK – which is FREE) and a 2D art application for 

texture creation but as you develop further and further then the user will want a 3D modelling application (with .ASE or .LWO export features), sound crea-

tion/editing applications, RAD Video tools etc etc. 

 

 

PERSEPHONE PROJECT 
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3DAD: Tell me about how you got involved in WAG to start with; the ―about us‖ section on the project website listed you as the only team member in Eng-

land? 

WT: I joined the team through Arn Hyndman, about 2 years ago. I saw Arn was developing an application using the Unreal 2.5 engine and asked if he 

would want to use any of my own artwork in the levels creations. Things kind of moved on a bit since then  and I'm now involved in quite a few differing as-

pects of WA environment creation but only for specific projects ie: Tipontia and Persephone. 

When WAG was launched I was the only UK member active in the public sector. Now today as the user base is growing… I think there are more UK users. 

For Example ―Millanium‖ (a UK company specialising in 3D creations/environments) has since joined us on the WAG site, sharing their creations, ideas and 

contributing in the forums.  

3DAD: What was the greatest challenge you found when working for the WAG project and how did you overcome it? 

WT: Well I guess as I had no knowledge of the Unreal 2.5 editor or the insertions that Avaya had created I had to start from scratch. This took the best part of 

6-12 months and even today there are still things I’m picking up. I’ve not yet even delved into ―real‖ scripting or animation work as to date. 

3DAD: What are you working on at the moment with WAG? 

WT:  I have a couple of personal projects running in the background. I have created a personal project for several reasons… 

1 - to keep me fresh with the application  

2 - to trial out new conceptual ideas 

3 - to explore potential elements for new viable customers. You never know when someone may like something that you create and showcasing the design 

―might‖ attract a customer invoking that tap on the shoulder. 

My most current personal project is to create a 3D Art gallery. As you know I’m a member of Renderosity and have been a member at some point on other 

art sites too. The thing is they show 3D art in a 2D format?! Why not experience that in a 3D environment via Web Alive? 

3DAD: What has been the best experience for you so far when working on WA? 

WT:  Its got to have been the reaction from the child in the RMcH newsreel where he experiences Web Alive for the first time. Knowing that you’re a part of 

that is just…..speechless. 

3DAD: Finally what would you say to those who want to get involved with WA? 

WT: Sign up with WAG at www.wagenesis.org come and try it out!! We’re a friendly supportive group that can help with getting anyone with an interest in 

creating possible 3D virtual environments up and running. Its relatively easy and rewarding to see your own creation running that anyone can access across 

the globe via the WAG test server. PLUS its all as FREE as you want it to be. 
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―This picture is about a group of goblins that wander into a forest after sacking a nearby human village. They have a large troll that is pulling the 

cart where the goods are. Sadly for them they are in elven territory and soon after a group of elven rangers detect their noisy advance. In a clear-

ing the elves see them and prepare the attack.‖ 
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This image just appeared in my mind as any other I usually do. But at first stage, it was completely different.  

I usually work this way; when I have a image in my mind and knowing that (at least in my case) i wont’ be able to finish it in one day, I draw in Photoshop a 

very basic layout of how I have seen the image in my mind.  

Then I work on the image adding and removing items that may have worked in an imaginary render, but that doesn’t fit in the image. 

At first this image just included one elf, but then i noticed that the right hand corner of the scene looked empty. So, after adding and removing some more 

trees (that didn’t allow you to see much of the goblins) i decided to add another elf.  

This picture is about a group of goblins that wander into a forest after sacking a nearby human village. They have a large troll that is pulling the cart where 

the goods are. Sadly for them they are in elven territory and soon after a group of elven rangers detect their noisy advance. In a clearing the elves see 

them and prepare the attack. 

Step 1  

First after drawing the basic layout of the 

image, i start working on the characters 

using Poser. I needed to "create" two elves 

to give the image some diversity (since 

they were to be wearing the same clothes, 

after all they are part of a group of rang-

ers) - I achieved this by using different char-

acters for victoria 4. 
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Step 2 

I wont go deep into the creation of the characters in Poser as this "how to" is focused on the Vue side of the image.  

Once i was satisfied with the result and poses (and knowing I could change it later using poser), I was ready to import into vue.  

One piece of advice i can give is, when you have several figures on your scene, it  is better to carefully check the poses before moving into vue. Vue 

doesn’t deliver as much detail in the main view as Poser does. For instance, as soon as your computer and GPU runs out of resources you won’t be able to 

discern if a weapon is just floating in 

the air and not in the hand of a 

character.  

After doing a several hours of ren-

dering discovering that something 

isn’t as supposed to be is very frus-

trating. So check carefully every-

thing in Poser before moving onto 

Vue. You can always rotate char-

acters or move them, but if you 

need something more specific, 

open poser and modify the file over 

there. Vue will detect the change 

and reimport the pz3 file again. 
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Step 3 

Inside of Vue, what i first did was creating the basic scene without going into details to save some resources. Its a good idea when working with complex 

scenes to create as may layers as you need clicking on the right corner of the main view of vue (New layer button) to organize the different elements you 

have on your scene, turn it off or on quickly. 
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Step 4 

I don't touch the atmosphere or lightning until I am satisfied with the overall look of the scene. If it looks good on the basic atmosphere that vue brings you 

when you just open it, it should be looking even better when you play with atmosphere settings. And, after all, you can only know if the atmosphere fits 

when you have your scene complete. 

I wanted to do a clearing, something that focused on the characters while the rest was in shadows. At the same time i wanted to create the illusion that 

the forest "leads" you to the clearing. So i created a basic terrains and edited it using the terrain editor and loading a image to create the "road".  Then I 

duplicated the terrain and rotated it, to simulate that the forest descents into the clearing as shown on the image. Loaded some forest materials and i then 

i imported the elf (I'm talking in singular cause the other one was added in a final stage of the process). I only loaded the elf cause i know exactly where 

the goblins should be, but the elf should be in one large tree and placing it wasn't going to be as easy. 

I loaded the tree that in the end will be 

the place where the elves where aiming 

to the goblins. I choose a Baobab tree 

for its large branches, placed it in place 

and imported the elf, deactivating ren-

der using Poser Shader Tree (that I have 

only see have effect on certain textures) 

and Allow Re-Posing Inside Vue for the 

reasons i have explained before. 
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Step 5 

Now i had the elf on the tree. I adjusted her position using the Shift-D help to place her correctly on the tree and not floating. 

The scene need for sure more tress. It is a forest after all. I started painting a ecosystem using grass, bushes and a few trees, being sure that they covered all 

around the elf and the main tree. Most of them wont be seen so i didn't care for overlapping instances. Also i didn't paint anything on the second terrain 

(the inverted one) cause that wasn't going to be visible on the render anyway. 
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Step 6 

With my ecosystem just loaded, i continued populating the scene with trees. Placed the big baobab in the center of the scene and duplicated it three 

more times to add the leaf on the top (just placing it in the same place as the main one but below the ground), another in the front to show the leafs that 

appear where the second elf was goin to be and one last behind the camera to drop some nice leaf shadows on the main characters. Also added some 

roots that I imported from Poser. 
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Step 7 

It was time now to add the Goblins and the cart.  

The scene was starting to look something like the final render. But lightning wasn't exactly what i was looking for. Was time to dealing with the atmosphere 

and placing several other lights. 
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Step 8 

First i started dealing with the atmosphere and this time i choosed a volumetric atmosphere to make lightning appear as something concrete. Right now 

the scene was dark at some places but i started liking the result. Now the shadows from the leafs appear on the elf. I placed a point light, one near the 

goblins to light a little more the figures and one big Spot Light in top of the goblins and up the forest to simulate light coming to the clearing. The final light 

was another Spot Light that throws light into the elves from behind the camera to add more leaf shadows and at the same time light a bit more the two 

rangesr. All of them uses volumetric lighting. I love the dramatism that volumetric lightning adds. Almost all of my renders include volumetric lightning.  

The render was almost ready. At this point decided that the right corner of the 

image looked empty and i decided to add the other elf.  

Step 9 

The final touches was lowering the highlight value in several of the imported ma-

terials from poser. Usually all of them import with a value of 100. If there's a light 

near them that produces unwanted shining effects (like leather from a battle 

worn armour). Usually the same happens for human skin. So be sure you do sev-

eral quick renders before hitting the render button for the final image. 

Was time for render. Choosed Superior quality render settings and ticked save 

render to disk. I have received several crashes once the render is finished and 

tried to save the finished render to the hard disk. Selected the rendering size 

and left the computer do his job while I went to sleep. 
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Step 10  

Once finished i did a bit of postwork in Photoshop. Used several images of forest that i grab from internet (god bless Google Images) to add detail (mainly 

the main Baobab tree) and atmosphere to the render. 

In the end i have on my HD seven different scenes saved of the same image. Sometimes I add, remove or change everything to see what it fits better. The 

first concept was the one that finally got rendered with all the quality. But sometimes isnt. I usually keep all those test cause you never know, maybe the dis-

card of today will become the render of tomorrow. Also is always a good idea to save your progress in different archives. Even when Vue does automatical 

backups of your work, computers crash. Windows crashes (not so much those days anyway) and Vue crashes A LOT. So save, save and save. 

Happy vue-ing! 
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Step 10  

Once finished i did a bit of postwork in Photoshop. Used several images of forest that i grab from internet (god bless Google Images) to add detail (mainly 

the main Baobab tree) and atmosphere to the render. 

In the end i have on my HD seven different scenes saved of the same image. Sometimes I add, remove or change everything to see what it fits better. The 

first concept was the one that finally got rendered with all the quality. But sometimes isnt. I usually keep all those test cause you never know, maybe the dis-

card of today will become the render of tomorrow. Also is always a good idea to save your progress in different archives. Even when Vue does automatical 

backups of your work, computers crash. Windows crashes (not so much those days anyway) and Vue crashes A LOT. So save, save and save. 

Happy vue-ing! 

 

 


